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ABSTRACT
The Church faces a number of challenges concerning the sociological impact postmodernism is having on society. One significant area that has been profoundly disputed is the epistemological content of the concept of truth. Evangelical Christians
believe in Objectivism: the conviction that there exists some ahistorical source,
foundation or framework to which we can appeal to in determining the substance
and nature of truth, knowledge, reality, right or wrong — and it is independent and
external to personal experience or thinking. However, many no longer believe in
absolute truth but in relativism. Relativism is the denial that there exists such an
ahistorical source or foundation that we can appeal to. Truth, knowledge, reality,
right and wrong are all concepts that are relative to a specific conceptual scheme,
framework, or paradigm founded in a society, religion and culture. This article represents an endeavour to dialogically reunite the two perspectives by arguing for the
seeking of the “truths” in both perspectives. God is Objective Truth and has become
involved in history: in the existential; in the material setting of our relative and
infallible thoughts and the slanted interpretative experiences of the Triune God and
life. The synthesis will be an affirmation that for Christians Truth is discovered and
revealed in fellowship within community. And members of the Body of Christ are
first and finally called to reveal and demonstrate truth to the world — in their
unity.
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5000 people were many times more than the 30 odd children listening to her story. I told her that she was a liar. To my young mind
this was incomprehensible as my two brothers and I ate one loaf of
bread for lunch. Since I can recall it has been my nature to question
things; to doubt and ask questions. And I have discovered that answers
only give rise to more questions. This has resulted in me having
many opinions that I hold to and a few but very important convictions
that hold me. I can live (sometimes very reluctantly and painfully)
with paradox and ambivalence whilst believing in the objective Divine
Revealer and collective shared absolutes.
I am a practical theologian. Practical theology studies the means
by which the Church as the community of faith preserves and protects its identity. In one sense it is a theology of practice and a dialogue between theology and praxis. Thus theology should move in a
circle between theory and practice, and practice and theory, with
Scripture always informing and guiding the process. My opinion is
that all theological thinking is in one sense essentially practical if it
is to be relevant. For me theology is not only the study of the knowledge of God. It is also the study of the process of getting to know
God. This process requires all the help available and as long as the
social sciences can aid this endeavour and not be allowed to control
the process or overrule Scripture then there is an important place for
them. Theology’s field of study embraces all factors essential to knowing God.
Practical theology concerns itself with the way in which the
gospel works out in practice in the world and should raise questions
about what it sees, addressing them back to theology. Practical theology is a discipline that must bring to bear theological criteria on
contemporary situations and realms of individual and social action
and beliefs, then attempt to formulate a suitable response and test the
theory in practice.
The challenge facing me (and perhaps some others who like me
are Socratic and always examining their lives and their theology:
who have learnt that questions and the journey is often as important
as the answers and the destination) is the sociological impact postmodernism is having on the society I live in. And one very big area
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sense constructed by the mind, not simply perceived by it, and many
such constructions are possible, none necessarily sovereign. I think
postmodernism would define truth as “All truth is a social construct,
pragmatically justified and community sourced and based”.
The question facing people today is: “Is there an ultimate standard by which we can judge competing concepts of truth and actions
or is it all relative?” To begin to answer this let me define key terms.
Objectivism is the conviction that there exists some a-historical (outside of history) source, foundation or framework to which we can
appeal to in determining the substance and nature of truth, knowledge, reality, right or wrong that is independent and external to
personal experience or thinking.
Relativism is the denial that there exists such an a-historical source
or foundation that we can appeal to. Truth, knowledge, reality, right
and wrong are all concepts that are relative to a specific conceptual
scheme, framework, or paradigm founded in a society, religion and
culture. Truth is not fixed, universal or objective.
Subjective truth is defined as being dependent on a perceiving, experiencing, contemplating mind for existence, reality or validity.
Rationalism in the narrow sense excludes experience as a source of
truth. Truth is established by reason.

For many Christians the Bible and Christian teaching is objective.
God is unchanging and all questions of truth, knowledge, reality,
right and wrong, are ultimately decided from the divine point of view.
Reformed and evangelical Christianity subscribes to some form of
objectivism.
I am not sure that I can express unqualified acceptance of objectivism. Church history and my own experience reveal that many Christians have confused the a-historical with the historical. They often
reflect their viewpoint as if it is revelation revealed by God. Fundamentalists (defined as those who reject all forms of critical scholarship), individuals and even many denominations (in their applaudible
desire to promote orthodox doctrine) often have tradition or culturally determined doctrines that are presented as “The Gospel”. This
exclusivistic presentation has hurt many (e.g., apartheid). However,
I believe in the biblical tradition that Christians serve an a-historical
omniscient Creator who has revealed Himself and His will through
Scripture and through the life, death and teaching of the incarnate
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lopment of the productive forces can continue (communism). Thus
history as a whole has a dialectical movement. Progress towards human
mastery over nature, and eventually towards the elimination of all
class relations, results from the development and resolution of contradictions.
Traditionally, this dimension of Hegel’s thought has been analysed
in terms of the categories of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis. Although
Hegel almost never used these terms, they are helpful in understanding his concept of the dialectic. The thesis, then, might be a concept
that contains within itself incompleteness that gives rise to opposition, or an antithesis, a conflicting concept or form of consciousness.
As a result of the conflict a third concept arises, a synthesis, which
overcomes the conflict by reconciling at a higher level the truth contained in both the thesis and antithesis. This synthesis becomes a
new thesis that generates another antithesis, giving rise to a new
synthesis, and in such a fashion the process of metaphysical or historical development is continually generated.
Now let us note how some have applied this dialectical system.
John Hick (1980) believes that one day in the future we will have a
broader world theology. Hick (1980:8) comments:
Such a theology would consist of theories or hypothesis designed to
interpret the religious experiences of mankind, as it occurs not only
within Christianity, but also within the great streams of religious
life, and indeed, in the great non-religious faiths also, Marxism and
Maoism and perhaps — according to one’s definition of “religion”
— Confucianism and Buddhism. The project of a global theology
is obviously vast, requiring the cooperative labours of many individuals and groups over a period of several generations.

Hick is saying that various interest groups, religions and individuals will present their theories and hypothesis for dialogic examination. Through a dialectical process they will work towards a consensus for a “world theology”.
Another way of applying Hegel’s dialectic process is seen in the
work of Knitter. Knitter (1985:225) contends that all the world religions evolve out of the micro phase of religious history in which they
grew. Religions consolidated and established themselves in comparative seclusion from each other. Now we are in a macro phase of world
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Son that was a relationship of love, trust, and unity of purpose. By
the expression of these characteristics in the Church the world will come
to see the results of Jesus’ activity and believe the Father sent him.
The manner of this unity is the interdependence between the Father
and Son. The Church is called to model this interdependence, this
creative diversity within the Trinity. It is not primarily an outward,
physical ecumenical unity, but unity of a spiritual nature (Hendriksen 1961:364). The Trinity is not only the model or manner of this
unity; it is the cornerstone. Mitchell (1990:341) calls it “internal unity”.
It is not organizational unity or man made affiliations.
Unity in life with God should evidence itself in unity within all
Christians. Whilst recognizing denominations and ecclesiastical distinctions, Christians are all one in Christ. The spirituality of the Church
should reflect an internal unity in desire, in life, in purpose, and in
love. This unity does not require that all Christians have the same liturgy or believe precisely the same things. It is not a forced conformity. It does mean that Christians must be wary of loving their own
ecclesiastical organizations and traditions, their own rituals and creeds,
more than they love each other.
Whilst most commentators might define this unity as internal, or
supernatural, or spiritual, it is always to have an outward expression.
The reason for this is simple. Christianity cannot expect the world to
believe that God sent Jesus, that the claims of Jesus are true; that
Christianity is true, unless the world sees the reality of the oneness
of true Christians.
The postmodern world no longer believes in the objective concept of truth and is certainly not interested whether an individual’s
doctrine is correct or not. The postmodernist is concerned with spirituality and experience. If the Church can live and experience what
Sloyon (1988:198) calls a unity of “right faith”; a living organic oneness that flows from the action of God and is revealed in the Church,
the postmodernist is challenged to respond to and believe what it sees
and experiences.
The gift of God, unity, is rooted in the being of God, and manifests as love one for another (John 13:33-35). Unity with God and
unity with those united to God are complimentary and as Beasley188
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demonstrates’’ truth through the unity it exhibits. The Holy Spirit
guides open-minded readers to the truth in Scripture. We conform
our experience to truth (through rational enquiry in community) and
must be wary of the tendency to confirm truth by our experience.
Experience is always partial, subjective, selective, relative and subject
to interpretation — it is not normative. Yet, experience does matter
and our truth pronouncements must take experience into account.
People react to what they observe and encounter (that is one reason
why Jesus emphasised unity). Furthermore, the Christian God is presented as a living immanent loving Father (and all the benefit that
involves) to be encountered. However, experience without rational
inquiry is not always enough to determine truth. My personal observation is that in a postmodern world experience is very important
and we no longer need a water tight apologetic (100% pure deductive
logic) but rather a reasonable explanation that bests suits the experience. Perhaps another article is needed to clarify this. In essence I
believe that the Christian worldview best explains the existential
questions of the day. One could say that Christianity offers the most
valid hypothesis. However, we need to earn the right to be heard and
people need to experience the power of the gospel and the unity and
love that the Church has to offer.
Truth is objective, but our understanding of it might be partly
affected by the way we look at it. Let us recognise that often reality
is our own perspective and presuppositions. Frequently when we say
“You are wrong” we are not saying it on biblical grounds (whilst we
might claim so) but on the implicit subjective basis that “Your view
differs from mine”. I have met and read so many who claim to have
the absolute complete final interpretation and meaning of all the
Scripture for a given existential or doctrinal issue. To me this is arrogance (which I realise you could say I am now guilty of). Exegesis
often becomes eisegesis as they actually read meaning into the text.
I think that the text of Scripture often challenge the pre-understandings
brought to them. Interpretation is done within the community (the
Church). Scripture was written by individuals in communities, was
canonised by individuals in communities and interpreted throughout the centuries by individuals in communities. The individual in
the community presents his/her interpretation to the community to
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relative nature of our story versus the objective nature of God, context, time and retrospection can often reveal deeper motifs and/or
revive lost themes. (The story of Martin Luther and Protestantism is
an example. Another is the story of the Church during apartheid).
Thus I define truth with a description. “Truth is g(G)ood n(N)ews
that is life altering. Truth has life — it can set one free”. I affirm the
objectivity and the divine revealed cognitive nature of Scripture whilst
allowing for the possibility of my personal error in my understanding
of Scripture. I do not only have the revelation in a book but experience
the Revealer Himself. It is I who am relative and He who is objective. It is very important to remember that when truth comes to us
our response is not automatic. We have choices — to accept or reject,
believe or disbelieve. Our choices are also influenced by our presuppositions, beliefs, experiences, culture, attitudes — that make up
our personhood. Each of us is a unique and complex community
formed being with God given freedom and so we will not necessarily
respond identically to any given truth. This does not mean we are
back to relativism and subjectivism as we do not have total power to
shape truth (especially when we are in dialogical relationship in the
Church community). Truth has power to shape us — to free us. Our
relationship with truth is two-ways. It shapes us and we shape it.
Having an unpresumptuous and informed concept of objective truth
hopefully ensures that we are more shaped by truth than shaping truth.
Our experience of the Objective (the Triune God and the Word)
is relative and in the community of believers we seek to discover and
apply that which is objective. Sometimes we get it right and sometimes we mess up. Truth is propositional yet personal; it is historical, a-historical and existential. It is factual yet relational. Truth is
eternal and it is life yet can be lost, forgotten or subjective in its interpretation, application or relevance. The truths about truth (objectivism and relativism) is that they are not necessarily conflicting, contradictory and irreconcilable but they are synthesisable — complimentary and enrich, supplement and deepen each other. God has
revealed Himself in the written Word and through personal experiences. The history of the relationship between the Triune God and
all created humans reveals one truth. The Eternal and Infallible One
who is Objective Truth has become involved in history: in the exis192
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